Cajun Weddings
by Jane Vidrine

Je voudrais bien me marier...
I want to get married...
L'argent a conté, les bans a publié
There's money to count, notices to publish
Tous ça me gêne ! ...
All that bothers me ! ...
—Sung by the Magnolia Sisters, collected from Edius Naquin

Cajuns celebrate a wedding with a dance or reception. In French, a wedding dance is called "La Bal de Noce." Before public dancehalls became popular gathering places for Cajuns, the bal de noce was held at home, but now weddings are usually at public halls. A very beautiful tradition that the Cajuns have is the wedding march. Before the Cajun band begins to play for everyone to dance, the dance floor is cleared. The bride and groom hold hands and walk slowly around the room while the band plays a special song just for this march. Then, the guests get a partner and join in the march until everyone is following the bride and groom. After the march, the bride and groom dance a waltz in the middle while everyone watches. Then they dance with their parents. After that, everybody can dance. To get a dance with the bride or groom, it is traditional to pin money on the dance floor. For the couple to sign the marriage license, or wait weeks for a circuit-riding Roman Catholic priest to come to them. In the old days, a couple would "jump the broom" held by family and friends to make the marriage legal until a priest could come. Older people tell stories of agreements between the parents of the bride and groom about property, livestock, and money. People who wanted to marry published news at the church so someone who objected could speak before the marriage took place. Although some customs of the past are not practiced anymore, we hear about them in stories and songs, such as this complaint:

As Jane and John Vidrine danced on their wedding day, guests pinned money to her veil to help them start their life together.

Family photo courtesy of Jane Vidrine

Lesson Ideas
A wedding is a rite of passage familiar to most students and common to most cultures. Students will have a lot to say about weddings, and may also have strong opinions about the "right" and "wrong" way that weddings should be celebrated. The purpose of this article and the activities is to encourage students to
• Recognize wedding traditions and rituals as rites of passage,
• Explore wedding customs in their families and communities, and
• Validate cultural differences and similarities by comparing and contrasting traditions of different cultures.

Teachers may wish to "chunk" the article for different reading comprehension levels and to read it aloud. Logical chunks are historical traditions, contemporary traditions, and shared traditions.

1. After reading, brainstorm a list of all the traditions mentioned in the article.
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particular symbolism but are traditional Yoruba dishes such as injeyam (pounded yam) and okra soup. The Adeboyeku family prepared goat stew and friends brought fried plantains and rice dishes.

The Impact of a Name

Many Yoruba believe that a name is so powerful it can influence your behavior. Rev. Ogunfedetimi tells how one child was affected by his name:

There was this child aged four years in Nigeria who had been given the name “Sunala” at birth. Although he was so very young, this child would steal anything stealable. His parents had tried everything [to stop him] to no avail. At last he was brought to me for prayer. At that time, there was a notorious thief in Nigeria who also bore the name “Sunala.” When I prayed, God instructed me to change the child’s name and that he would stop stealing. I therefore baptized him and gave him the name “David.” From that day he stopped stealing. This was a great miracle to the community.

All of us have names. Choose from among our Lesson Ideas (see p. 4) to explore naming traditions with students of all ages. Post this stanza of the Ewi poem from the Web site to remind students that everyone wishes the best for babies!

The baby is newly arrived.
Parents, friends, and acquaintances,
You are all commended for the baby.
May the baby have a long life,
A long life in comfort.

Lisa Falk is director of education at the Arizona State Museum in Tucson and also wrote “Step on the Pedal and Go” on p. 6.
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But today my head is crowned
Et mon cœur est orné d’un bouquet…
And my heart is adorned with flowers
Adieu la fleur de la jeunesse
Goodbye to the flower of youth
La noble qualité de vie (bis)
The noble quality of life (repeat)
C’est aujourd’hui que je veux la quitter.
Today I want to leave it behind.

—Sung by the Magnolia Sisters,
reminded by Sylvan Aguillard

Cajuns know how to have fun with each other, too. It is a custom that if a younger brother or sister marries before the older one, then the older one must dance with a mop or broom while everyone watches. In the little town of Mamou, they even have to dance in a tube of water with the mop. This is a way of poking fun at the older one for still being single. Another bit of fun is called charivari (sha-ree-va-ree). When the bride or groom has been widowed or divorced, family and friends interrupt the wedding night by banging loud pots and pans outside their window. The company does not stop the noise until they are invited in for something to drink and eat. This is a playful way of honoring the new couple.

The food at Cajun weddings is usually homemade, prepared by the bride’s family for all the invited guests. A huge gumbo with fresh chicken and sausage in a spicy brown soup served over rice is traditional, along with sandwiches and other finger foods. Also traditional is a white wedding cake cut by the married couple and a chocolate groom’s cake cut by the groom’s godfather or parrain.

Shared Traditions

You know you are at a Cajun wedding when you see customs such as the wedding march, gumbo, and charivari. But Cajuns share wedding traditions with other cultures, too: pinning money on the veil, believing that the bride should wear “something old, something new, something borrowed, something blue”; the bride being walked down the aisle by her father; the groom not seeing the bride in her wedding gown on the day of the wedding; throwing the bouquet; removing the garter; sharing bites of cake and sips of wine; decorating cars with soap messages and tin can noise makers; throwing rice or bird seed at the couple to wish them a good send-off.

All wedding traditions mark the important step in life that the newly married couple is taking. They may be new or old. They may be unique to one culture or shared by many. But they are all done for a reason. They help to bond people and families together and celebrate this rite of passage.

Jane Vidrine is the Education Coordinator for Louisiana Voices and a public school music teacher. She also performs with the Magnolia Sisters. Find recordings at www.magnoliasisters.com.

Bright Ideas

Personal Milestone Timelines

Students of any age can make timelines of their life milestones. Older students can choose milestones to analyze, write about, or compare with those of other students or adults. Supplies include drawing paper, colored pencils or markers, magazine illustrations, and photocopies of students’ photos or momentos. Using computer software to create a timeline with clip art is another option.

Brainstorm various milestones with students: baby going home from the hospital, first tooth, crawling, preschool, changing grade levels, learning to ride a bike, gaining privileges, moving through the ranks of a youth organization, religious rituals, dating, driving. What has been most important to students? Ask them to list things they can think of that might mark a milestone in life, an event or time when they moved from stage to another. Some milestones are uniquely individual, others are shared by a cultural group, and still others are formal rites of passage. Next, students should organize their lists chronologically and then choose which milestones to put on their timelines. A timeline could start with birth and go through today, cover just one year or period of a student’s life, or extend into the future. What milestones do they anticipate for themselves?

Older students can use their personal timelines as prompts in interviews with other students or adults about their life milestones.
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others. And I don’t ever want to forget that I am a woman with hips that hurt. We humans save lots of errors but also lots of virtues, and I don’t want to ever forget to remind everybody on my way that they are great and that we have the power to fall, but we also have the wonderful power to rise.

Makale Faber is City Lore’s School Programs Manager and the CARTS Web site manager.